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Marking the Dispossessed compiles hundreds of isolated 
reader’s marks found in a collection of used copies of 
Ursula K. Le Guin’s 1974 anarchist science fiction novel, 
The Dispossessed. Sometimes subtitled “An Ambigu-
ous Utopia,” The Dispossessed is the story of a physicist, 
Shevek, who travels from his planet of anarchists, 
Anarres, to a sister planet, Urras. Le Guin describes 
Shevek’s confrontation with things he hasn’t experi-
enced before, like class difference, gender hierarchy and 
personal property, as well as his perplexed encounters 
with everyday signs of excess, like the complicated 
layers of packaging around a box of chocolates. The 
book is organized with chapters that alternate between 
Shevek’s life on Anarres and Urras. 

The project of compiling readers’ marks began 
after I first read The Dispossessed, about six years ago. I 
was so moved by its contents and the possibility of a 
different social order that I didn’t want to leave it. This 
is something that often happens with good books — I 
am completely sucked in while reading but as soon as 
I’m done I immediately start forgetting why I liked it so 
much. This project is, in a way, an exercise in trying to 
spend more time with The Dispossessed. 

I started buying used copies here and there when 
I encountered them, I thought there was something 
tautologically satisfying about collecting dispossessed 
copies of The Dispossessed. I also liked to see the differ-
ent covers and the signs of previous ownership — the 
occasional dog-eared pages, receipts, or bookmarks left 
inside the pages. I began ordering them online, it was 
almost too easy to get them, and they were cheap. In 



less than one hour of searching online I could find five 
or eight used copies, and they would be shipped to 
me from around the country. I imagined these copies 
of The Dispossessed languishing in warehouses with no 
windows, with bar codes on their spines to make them 
easier and faster to track and find. They ended up in 
these warehouses, I imagined, after having been a part of 
personal collections, where they might have been sitting 
in someone’s basement. Several of the copies were dis-
aquisitioned from libraries (e.g., New Tecumseth Public 
Library in Ontario and the Ruiz Branch of the Austin 
Public Library in Texas).

I had an idea of bringing them together, like far-
flung brethren. Or maybe a sisterhood of books. That 
had been dispersed through the world, read (consumed), 
and discarded. But then I doubted my own impulse to 
collect, especially a book of anarchist fiction. Many pas-
sages in The Dispossessed describes possessions as “excre-
ment”. On Anarres, the accumulation of stuff is a sign 
of poor health, of badness and grossness. (“They think if 
people can possess enough things they will be con-
tent to live in prison.” p. 138) And here I found myself, 
confusingly, collecting old copies of this book, which 
I liked so much, and the more copies I had the more it 
turned into stuff. Stuff to be moved around my office, 
stuff to be packed into boxes, or carried here and there. 
I labeled the books, organized them, looked for patterns, 
tried to make sense of the various print runs and covers. 
But now they have become my responsibility, I have 
all these copies, so many, I go back and forth between 
feeling like I need to keep them together and feeling like 
I should distribute them or give them away, but then 
there will be no more collection. 

I looked more carefully at the books with marks, 
the ones whose readers had taken notes in them, 
underlined passages, or otherwise left traces of their 
reading. I don’t often write in books, but The Dispossessed 
was one that caused me to locate a pen so as to draw a 
few straight, thin lines in the margin to call attention to 
certain passages I didn’t ever want to forget. I wanted 
to take those passages with me (to own them?) and to 



remember them. (“There was process: process was all.” p. 
334) Of course I didn’t remember those passages for-
ever. Also they are not all relevant the way they were 
at the moment I read them. But still, marking helps to 
remember, to ingrain. I read a passage, liked it, reached 
for a pen, went back to re-read and identify which part 
I really wanted to remember, and marked it. Those steps 
make the book last longer, make it possible to sit for a 
little bit with the words. (“No distinction was drawn 
between art and the crafts; art was not considered as 
having a place in life, but as being a basic technique of 
life, like speech.” p. 156) 

Marking the Dispossessed in a way is made up of 
marks of possession — it exists around this vexed issue 
of ownership and past ownership, of use value and use-
lessness. The more a book is marked, the more value it 
might have had for the original reader, but the less value 
it has on the market as a used book (unless the marks 
are made by a famous person). Of the one hundred used 
copies I examined, a little over half of them were marked 
in some way — maybe just by a person’s handwritten 
name inside the front cover, or stamps from a library. Of 
those, about half again, roughly 25 books, had handwrit-
ten marks left by readers inside the actual text. At 
first I looked through these to see if there was overlap 
between these and the marks in my own book, and real-
ized quickly that there wasn’t much. People mark things 
for different reasons — one was obviously a student 
in a class, who had been assigned this text and read it 
attentively, in an academic way, making copious notes 
and marks and then abruptly stopping about a third of 
the way into the book. Another person, the owner of 
book 54, underlined something on almost every single 
page in the book. At times, this reader underlined 
every line in a paragraph, individually, in light pencil. 
They didn’t use the tactic of placing a vertical bar in the 
margin, as so many other readers did, or bracketing off 
relevant sections, but preferred to underline. They used 
a sharp pencil, maybe a mechanical pencil? From start to 
finish. Another reader, the owner of book 18, seemed 
to be writing back to the book — not to Le Guin, but 



to Shevek, the protagonist. “No! No no no! Who is 
sophomoric enough to think LIFE could or should be 
painless?” and “I’m going to vomit.” Or “Sounds like me 
and my friends.” Others make the book easier to refer-
ence by noting what is happening on a page (“marriage” 
“women propertarians” “music”). Several books have just 
a few words in the entire book underlined ( “perhaps it 
won’t always be so”).

In this book I collected all the visible marks that 
I could and layered them page by page. I did not pull 
underlines or marks from copies of the book that pre-
date the 1991 edition, as those have a different page 
layout, and the text does not line up as it does in the 
later editions. In collapsing the marks from each page it 
is no longer possible to distinguish between individual 
readers, the marks are made by a group of people-who-
have-read-The-Dispossessed. I wanted to see if patterns 
might emerge (they don’t, really). We can see that some 
passages get a lot of attention and others don’t, but just 
as often, a lone reader found something interesting to 
mark and no one joined them. 

The Dispossessed came out in 1974, when the Cold 
War was still in full effect and the urban uprisings of the 
late 1960s were a recent memory. But for readers over 
the last thirty years, different political events would 
resonate (notes in the margin include “Kent State” “(Bei-
jing) Detroit riots” and “US vs. USSR”). When I sought 
out other readers of The Dispossessed, I found many 
who had read it, but they were not in the same space 
with it as I was — either they had just finished read-
ing and were still in its immediate afterglow, or it was 
a distant memory to them. Reading is so intimate, it is 
just between the reader and the author, and it’s hard to 
share a reading experience since it really happens inside 
your head, unless you happen to be reading out loud. 
We each have our own intense experiences but they are 
out of sync with others. Something about this particu-
lar book made me want to find a collective experience. 
Alongside this book of marks, I have also been organiz-
ing group readings for a used audio book version of The 
Dispossessed, where people read underlined passages and 



comments out loud. When several books have the same 
passage marked, their voices read in unison. 

In The Dispossessed, Le Guin enacts a version of an-
archism closely related to that of political theorist Peter 
Kropotkin’s — where people take what they need and 
are motivated by cooperation rather than competition.  
Le Guin’s anarchist utopia may be an “ambiguous” one — 
the story takes place in a society that has already been 
established for several generations and is a bit frayed. 
It is nonetheless compelling, especially now, in 2015, as 
cycles of political upheaval intensify around the world 
and so many of us long for viable alternatives to the per-
sistent inequality that results from unbridled capitalism. 
The most heavily marked passage in the collection of 
books comes late in the novel. It is spoken by a Urrasti 
political activist, who explains to Shevek why his very 
existence is threatening to the political establishment 
on Urras: “...you are an idea. A dangerous one. The idea 
of anarchism, made flesh. Walking amongst us.” (p. 295) 

I read The Dispossessed almost as a self-help book 
(let’s start an anarchist society, now!) Anarres, the 
planet, is a place with a potential for pure togetherness. 
Does a collection of used books create a kind of togeth-
erness? What kind of intimacy emerges from a group of 
readers reading out loud together? Or from a set of read-
ers’ marks on the same pages? A secondary text comes 
out of the collection of handwritten notes in margins, 
like an echo of the book. I realized that my own reading 
experience was rather naïve, it was maybe too open, too 
uncritical, too open and ready to receive. But there is 
something to knowing my reading was one among many. 
I hoped to get a sense of a kind of mass readership, to 
imagine so many individual readers absorbing this text 
independently, but also together, at different times and 
in different places. 

Page numbers refer to HarperCollins editions  
published after 1991.
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  Dispossessed: deprived of homes, pos-
sessions, and security

copyr ight page  
North Albion C.I. Resource Centre 
Access No. 20207 
Date Jan/76 
Source Co-op 
Price 9.15-6.22 
Class LE G 
Checked 
DISCARD 
possessed/dispossessed  
sex – 43  
poss. pronoun – 46  
men consider a ♀ possessed 60  
Sabul – “own” physics – 89  
buyers v sellers – 107   
possess – prison 112  
possession – freedom – 184 241  
possession – psychopath – 223   
no possession – 278  
ones own pleasure – springs from others 
– 121 

dedication page  
  Description of Abbenay – 78,  

Nio Esseia – 106  
Salas “dysfunctional music” – 141  
Atro – The aristocrat 114 – Shevek feels 
close to  
Love – the real bond – 146 – Takver  
198-99  
“dysfunctional music” 141-2  
wrappers – Urras – 160  
Vea – 172 – her sexuality 
Argument about conscience as ruler 
176-7  
worth as fulfillment – 199  
work & play – word – query this   
216   
how differ  
Desire  
wall – p2, p65, 133 not “altruistic” 32, 
[—] 156 –   
the locked door – p9  
Dream of [—]/wall – 26  
prisons – 28 | lessons not taken   
girls – 33-34 –  
defense list always full – 75  
privacy desirable – 90 – vs necessary  
seeing Takver as she was 254  
Urras  
Annares – Simultaneity/Sequency  
8–Shevek  
23– in trouble  
37– Rep[—]  

44– General Temp. Theory; 69–to unify  
84-85 – debate w/ Sabul  
178-79  192–Sabul refuses to publish  
228 [—]  
Why is Annares so hard on [—] mob  
of pub opinion – 61, 134, 265   

blank page opposite p1  
  sexual equality  

sociality – state  
mutual aid vs profit  
sexuality liberation – sexuality restrictive  
society – family  
conscience – law  
simiplicity – complexity – dress  
work – 
variety  – specialization = only em-
ployer – the syndic  
small-scale – [—]  
solidarity – plenty 8   
necessity – luxury  
utilitarianism – splendor – 18  
life – art  
patriarchy – fraternity  
efficiency – desire  
personal fulfillment – community survival   
centralized – decentralized  
syndicalism   
The analogy of Annares – 35   
physics – social thoughts – 37  
Grand Temporal Law – 44  
w/money, prosperity  
[—] a physicist  
early simulteneity vs sequency – 69 178 
192  
the “modes”  
analogic  
experiential  
ethical  
authority – 55  
Shevek and equality in Urras 58  
govt of Annares – 61, 77-78,  
121 public opinion   
134 – public opinion 136-7  
necessity of state – 65 

p1  Anarchy 
your reading depends upon your con-
text. Blk. analogy  
 power of wall – protect or prison?

p2    dispossessed  
clash  
ambiguity of the wall 

p4   no mob  
power vs authority

p6 no longer an individual
p7 ?



p8 why no earth
p9  creation stories 
p10 a wall
p11  we only lock ourselves away 

the wall
p14 religion from math?
p15   “importance of language — policeman 

what roles do rules play — make more 
things O.K. 
what is taken for granted 
he sees in all people 
a mind is a work

p16  more walls 
admi[—] but true 
sexism  
walls

p18 marriage – sex
p19  unconscious longing 

we talk through walls
p20 Death, new earth
p22  all lives are in common 

being each other 
Animal, face

p27 sharing / can’t have things
p29  boy  

speechsharing egoizing
p30 numbers/escape
p31 numbers v words
p32 father
p34  prison
p40  egoizing
p43 media control 
p44 what function does hate serve?
p46  like Indonesian learning [?] 
p47 book words vs. song words!
p48  wah wah 

a name   random affection
p49   satisfaction – working together 

P.A.C.I. LIBRARY
p51   “heat of sexuality” 

fight 
24,972 
BELL GARDENS HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY 
EDY

p52  ♀ propertarians
p53    Is it cheap or is it powerful?  

rite of passage ≠ comme çi comme ça 
copulate

p54    amoral=anarchist?  
F you 
don’t ever let yourself be owned 
 from the self - the science intrinsically 
connected, in that order, and not vice 
versa 

p55   only stupid girls have sex   

love-slavery
p56 ambience
p59  ugh. Foreshadowing?
p61  NO! NO NO NO 

 Buddhism  
yes it does 

p62  Who is sophomoric enough to think LIFE 
could or should be painless? 

p64  don’t take me there  
eroticism of luxury 

p66 confused by servile/maid
p68   pockets for multitude – ridiculousness of 

owning 
p71   ha!  

a shortcoming harder to [strive?]
p72  idealistic 

the meek?
p73  women 
p74   hatred  

of course! 
p75  relation to ♀ 

 my meaning of the word! Before I read 
the book! 
right 
perhaps superficial! 
 not dispossessed 
ignorance is a choice

p76   goal  
 kind of like our planners  
what they really do

p77  no black and white 
p78  yellow 
p79  Alpha Centauri? 

or, maybe, Urras over  
Annares, a “Greater Kendary (?)” thing! 

p80    U.S. & Soviet Russia 
US vs USSR – type press!  
 realism in the face of optimism 
cost 
shut out of [protest?]

p81   yes, its alike – we’re social animals, but 
the underlying difference is crucial – one 
is owning another sharing  
 allows the freedom to practice own 
custom – change of heart  
not low

p82  true enough  
 good  
American future?  
do they?  
DISCOVERS  
 only for the rich

p85 America to Bos[—?]
p86   THAT’S WHAT THEY WANT – THE POW-

ER OF FASTER-THAN-LIGHT TRAVEL AND 



NO RECONCILIATION — DOMINATION, 
MAYBE  
HE MAY HAVE PICKED UP ON THAT

p88  music 
! 

p91   homeward bound  
 a wall  
taught not known 

p92  mining colony 
same word work/play 
as it should be! 
Peace + Trust, work + play

p93  life 
p95  interconnected 
p96  inter∆ 
p97  excess
p98  —excess is excrement— 

—poison—   
asceticism  
ODO 

p99   activity
p100   trees – blessing 

 but what’s excess is defined by environ-
ment 
Excrement 

p101 ODO 
p104  mysticism/religion  

→ Shevek’s physics
p105 Contradiction 
p106   difference 

Shev’s difference  
isolation

p108 Gvarab — being a student—
p109   they’re trying to keep infection out!  

ideas about x-change 
p110  “privacy” 

Privacy conflict 
p111  stratification 

finds a hierarchy 
Food Conflict 

p112   moral problems 
this is me 
“sharing”—they still have a form of 
ownership — a collective one, instead of 
private, but its still ownership that they 
haven’t transcended 
Reasons out conflict 

p113 the return 
p116 sometimes its same 
p117   need for Urras  

peer pressure w/ [a few?] people
p119    its a form of [d—?] – making someone 

stop 
p123   mom
127   organize from the bottom up 

uh…  
horseshit

p129  differences in freedom 
p130  money
p131  blahblahblah -- reminiscient of Pamela 

Zoline 
Excrement 

p132  commodity fetishism  
workers rel’p to means of production 
selling ←→ making    
wall 

p134  share w/ Urras 
p136  U.S. & Soviet Russia  

United Nations 
archists — state-ist

p137 Left Hand of Darkness
p138  Russia – Bakunin/Stalin 

bringing the revolution
p142 time
p143 blindness
p145  conspicuous consumption 

pain
p147  family — like Annaresti 

s[—] same & different 
p150 us yrs from now
p152 animals
p157  I know what you mean.  

work comes first
p160  letters to Urras
p161 I know how you feel
p162  ornament excremental
p163  Bedap – no property
p164  Not acknowledged -- Starhawke  

Amen!  
The wall

p165   control of ideas / POWER 
that’s what I said 

p166  anarchist critique
p167  barrenness — solidarity 

Franklin
p168  education
p169  reprimand
p171  they
p172  sex w/ Bedap
p175  music – simulteneity principle
p176  yoga – Bhagavad Gita 
p177  P.A.C.I. LIBRARY
p179 yeah, I identify
p181 Ack! Would you listen to this crap? 
p183  Occupations of Uninh space
p185   exuberant life      

“love of nature” → TAKVER 
not excrement!

p186   no animals    
FRJ



p193  wall 
p195  w/ the kids
p198  named by computer —
p205 yeah, I know what you mean. 
p207  —sameness of Urrasti faces—
p209  ART
p213   body profiteer 

sex possession 
p216  not a salesman
p217    confused by money / consumption  
p218   Vea 

 masking w/ shyness her situation of be-
ing bought

p219   astute comment  
“Queen Teaea”

p220   hiding / debate w/ Tea 
civilization

p221   time 
time

p222  Faulkner’s Benji 
men

p224  shit rolls downhill  
probability theory -- quantum mechanics 
sexism  
being 
Annares-Urras

p225  this is cool  
 Chaos Theory -- reconciling free will & 
determinism 
cause-effect etc

p226  Chaos Theory . . . 
exactly!  
you blowhard 

p227  [—] Anarres 
p228   Anarres nothing beautiful but faces   

possessing nothing — they are free 
self satire? 
possession 

p229  wall 
p230  sexual assault —
p231  rabble in apocalyptic mood
p239 [—] 178 – “Time passes”
p245   sex 

men?  
security is freedom (?) 

p252   thats what happens overtime in a 
relationship that kills it — possession is 
asserted and giving stops. 

p256  hunger 
Power

p266    “other” sacrificing self for sake of other  
all behind his back!

p272  shame – hangover
p275  Viet Nam, obviously
p276  ansible

p279  ?  
this is a bit unsettling…  
hyperspace? 

p280     ? 
revelation of the theory 
its like a self 

p281   physics — spiritual revelations are one 
p282  “[——]” [—] – a leap onto a higher 

plain of [—] the darkest – the hardest 
place, the wall, is precisely the place 
where a passage opens 

p283  Like Odo
p285    no owners 

Shevek’s info 
p286 People
p287  I’m going to vomit
p291  Scared To Death
p295    promise of Anarres /  

Shevek’s danger/ 
idea — made flesh  
anarchism made flesh

p296  Sounds like me & my friends
p297   print
p298   song
p299   he came to fight power on Urras, sensing 

the germination of corruption on An-
nares

p300    his speech demo  
Shevek’s speech

p301   Africa clan  
Kent State  
(Beijing) Detroit riots 

p302  Down
p305   army organization
p319  family ties 
p310  partnering
p314   description of the town
p316 [—]
p322  that’s nice  
p324   jewelry
p328   Tirin as artist → rejection destroyed him 

→ Tirin vs. Shevek, not able to share 
bureaucracy — ← Foucauldian

p330   social conscience dominates
p331    science – art 

Odo — means=ends 
p332   unbuild WALLS       

Publication 
unbuild walls

p334   no end  
only process 
suffering/joy

p335   birth and rebirth of [—]  
that’s why I need to read or hear to 
generate ideas — I need a dialogue, 



can’t collapse back onto myself 
p338  good move! 
p339  He too falls into sexist trap 
p340  Tau [—] 
p342  solidarity
p345  the gift
p346  language + possession 
p347  Damn  

Urras is a box
p352  strange 
p354 Rulag
p358  ! 
debate/deserve earning
but A. doesn’t want that science! 
p359  autonomy  

revolution
p361  shudder 
p364  xenophobia
p366  walls 
p379  exhiles in exhile
p386  Return
bookmarks 
 [sticky note] Pick up Jess 9:00
back page 
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  “130 – mood shifts — 
150 people like to do things 
205 – low mood – creativity 
224 – Shevek on Simulteneity 
296 March, music 
334 – anarchism/loyalty – time 
346 – the difference is the idea 
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  dialogue is so important in the context of 
personal origin because it allows people 
to be their own psychiatrist — to come 
to see their own problems and pathways 
to solution  
literature, a text {open to dialogic 
interpretation} takes on a role of a coun-
terpart “addressable other” that’s what 
I want my poems to be – companions, 
counterparts, addressable entities that 
also speak back to you 
“[—]” pushes us beyond limits of mere 
common sense — But striving toward 
the meaning, [—] limitations, we make 
meaning out of chaos, lit [?] out of 
nothing



 
 
 

 p21 “grief” “recognition”
 p22 “It was not like any human face. 
It was as long as his arm, and ghastly white. 
Breath jetted in vapor from what must be 
nostrils, and terrible, unmistakable, there was 
an eye. A large, dark eye, mournful, perhaps 
cynical? gone in the flash of the car’s lights.”
 p27 “Nothing is yours. It is to use. It is to 
share. If you will not share it, you cannot use it.”
 p53 “copulate. It meant something two 
people did, not something one person did, or 
had.”
 p74 “Shevek saw that he had touched 
in these men an impersonal animosity that went 
very deep.” … “silenced” … “a fury” 
 p75 “They were possessed.”
 p76 “initiative”
 p117 “Not a relationship of mutual aid 
and solidarity, but an exploitative relationship; 
not organic, but mechanical. Can true function 
arise from basic dysfunction?”
 p143 “I want the superiority of Cetian 
science recognized, the superiority of the 
Cetian mind.”
 p150 “After all, work is done for the 
work’s sake. It is the lasting pleasure of life. 
The private conscience knows that. And also the 
social conscience, the opinion of one’s neigh-
bors. There is no other reward, on Anarres, 
no other law. One’s own pleasure, and the 
respect of one’s fellows. That is all.  When that 
is so, then you see the opinion of the neighbors 
becomes a very mighty force.”
 p165 “You can only crush them by ignor-
ing them.”
 p184 “human terms, no road, nowhere to 
go,”
 p213 “She was so elaborately and 
ostentatiously a female body that she seemed 
scarcely to be a human being.”

 p228–29 “You are rich, you own. We 
are poor, we lack. You have, we do not have. 
Everything is beautiful here. Only not the faces. 
On Anarres nothing is beautiful, nothing but the 
faces. The other faces, the men and women. 
We have nothing but that, nothing but each 
other. Here you see the jewels, there you see 
the eyes. And in the eyes you see the splendor, 
the splendor of the human spirit. Because our 
men and women are free — posessing nothing, 
they are free. And you the possessors are pos-
sessed. You are all in jail. Each alone, solitary, 
with a heap of what he owns. You live in prison, 
die in prison. It is all I can see in your eyes — 
the wall, the wall!””
 p281 “There was no more exile. He had 
seen the foundations of the universe, and they 
were solid.”
 p295 “It’s not just because they want this 
idea of yours. But because you are an idea. A 
dangerous one. The idea of anarchism, made 
flesh. Walking amongst us.”
 p332 “Those who build walls are their 
own prisoners. I’m going to go fulfill my proper 
function in the social organism. I’m going to go 
unbuild walls.”
 p333 “revolution begins in the thinking 
mind.”
 p335 “the variety seeking of the specta-
tor . . . always ends in the same place. It has 
an end . . . It is not a journey and return, but a 
closed cycle”
 p346 “Because there is nothing, nothing 
on Urras that we Anarresti need! We left with 
empty hands, a hundred and seventy years 
ago, and we were right. We took nothing. 
Because there is nothing here but States and 
their weapons, the rich and their lies, and the 
poor and their misery. There is no way to act 
rightly, with a clear heart, on Urras. There is 
nothing you can do that profit does not enter 
into, and fear of loss, and the wish for power. 
You cannot say good morning without knowing 
which of you is ‘superior’ to the other, or trying 
to prove it. You cannot act like a brother to 
other people, you must manipulate them, or 
command them, or obey them, or trick them. 
You cannot touch another person, yet they will 
not leave you alone.” 
 p358 “Will you punish us for that? Will 
you reward us for the virtue of starving while 
others ate? No man earns punishment, no man 
earns reward. Free your mind of the idea of 
deserving, the idea of earning, and you will 
begin to be able to think.”

Most heavily marked passages

While nearly every page of the 
book was marked in some way 
or another, there are relatively 
few occasions when the multiple 
readers chose to mark the same 
passages. Following are words or 
phrases that were marked in four, 
or at most, six books.



The library

These books were collected over the course of several 
years. At a certain point they were numbered accord-
ing to their edition. Later books added to the collection 
were numbered as they came in. They were printed 
between about 1974 and 2011. They were acquired for 
this collection between 2012 and 2015. 

The original hardcover edition was published by 
Harper & Row in the United States (97). Other hard-
cover copies were printed as part of a Book Club Edition 
(14–16, 91). They look very similar to the first edition 
hardcover.

Paperback copies were published by Avon Books 
until at least 1986 (1–13, 47–49, 51–53, 55, 56, 58, 61–64, 
67, 71, 72, 74–77, 79, 82, 83, 85, 92, 94–96, 98, 99). Later 
North American paperback editions were released 
under the following HarperCollins imprints: EOS (41–44, 
46, 84, 87, 88, 100) Harper Paperbacks (17–25, 50, 54, 60, 
65, 68, 69, 73, 81, 90, 93), HarperPrism (35–40, 45, 57, 59, 
86), Harper Voyager (78), and Perennial Classics (26–28, 
66, 70). 

In the United Kingdom, The Dispossessed was 
published by Granada (30–32, 80) sometimes under the 
Grafton imprint (29, 33, 34). Hardcover editions were 
re-published by Victor Gallancz (89) in the United King-
dom. There is a more attractive Gallancz edition that is 
not part of this collection.  
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